
 

TRINITY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 
 

FULL TIME STUDENTS 

TUITION (includes Core classes and electives) annually $2,000.00  

BOOKS & SUPPLY FEE annually      400.00 

APPLICATION FEE annually        10.00 

REGISTRATION FEE annually        25.00 

TESTING FEE annually        10.00 

INSURANCE FEE annually          5.00 

ELECTIVE/ACTIVITY FEES quarterly varies according to the class 

   

PART-TIME / HOMESCHOOL / DUAL ENROLLMENT STUDENTS 

TUITION (Core Classes only) annually $400.00/subject (maximum $2000.00/year) 

TUITION (Electives only) quarterly $  60.00/ 1st subject 

    30.00/ each additional subject 

BOOKS & SUPPLY FEE (Core classes) annually $100.00/subject (maximum $400.00/year) 

BOOKS & SUPPLY FEE (Elective classes) quarterly $  25.00/subject (maximum $400.00/year) 

APPLICATION FEE annually $  10.00 

REGISTRATION FEE annually $  25.00 

TESTING FEE annually $  10.00 (Core class students only) 

INSURANCE FEE annually $    5.00 

ELECTIVE/ACTIVITY FEES quarterly varies according to the class 

 

FINANCIAL SURCHARGE INFORMATION FOR ALL STUDENTS 

LATE REGISTRATION FEE (on or after September 4, 2018-added cost of shipping books late) $25/student 

LATE PAYMENT OF FUNDS DUE (tuition, electives, fees, etc.) $25/incident 

RETURNED CHECKS OR ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFERS (NSF) $50/incident 

 

EXPLANATION: 

 Tuition includes but is not limited to covering the costs of teachers, building maintenance, operating expenses of the 

school, repairs, improvements, equipment, and overhead of the school itself, etc. 

 Books and Supply Fees cover the cost of textbooks, consumables, copy paper and toner, other school supplies used for 

the student’s benefit. 

 Application Fee and Registration Fee are processing fees to cover the time and expenses of processing applications, 

conducting interviews, assessment testing and collection and processing of student records, recommendations and other 

necessary student administrative data. 

 Testing Fee partially covers the cost of the administration, collection, processing, grading and recording the Terra Nova 

Test that the school administers to all students enrolled in Core classes. 

 Insurance Fee covers the necessary expense of maintaining insurance for the school and may in time be extended to the 

individual student as well (but may require a further adjustment if so done). 

 Elective/Activity Fees covers any additional cost or expense in providing specialized materials for specific classes. Not 

all classes have these expenses, (e.g. the necessity of special canvases, brushes, paints for art classes, food for cooking 

classes etc.). 


